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The small piazza before me is one of the most beautiful in Italy.  And it is one of 

the most complete, almost a little world of its own: a microcosm of innovative, 
passionate, calculating, varied early renaissance Italy, acutely sensitive both to beauty -- 
and money and power -- in this world and to salvation in the next.  The piazza 
ensemble was created at the direction of one man, albeit a pope: Aeneas Sylvius 
Piccolomini, Pope Pius II; built for him by one architect: Bernardo Gamberelli of 
Florence (called Rossellino), albeit with a diverse group of local, Sienese and Florentine, 
even Roman, labourers, artisans and artists who were by no means always in harmony; 
over an astonishingly brief period, with the advantages of coherence and the risks of 
haste: between 1459 and 1464, when both Pope Pius and Bernardo his architect died.  
This little world is their visible legacy.
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The piazza’s enchanting space is shaped and surrounded by ‘noble buildings’, in Pope 
Pius’s own words*, whose ‘beauty and dignity’ are accentuated by their facing into the 
trapezoidal piazza from subtly different angles.  

Each building is distinct in form and function, each with its own activities: A 
magnificent cathedral, ‘the finest in all Italy’ thought Pius, surprisingly large for this 
tiny city, with high bell-tower sounding the church’s hours.  A ‘splendid’ palazzo, fully 
up to the latest Florentine standards, for the city’s dominant family -- the pope’s own, 
of course: he was born here.  Diagonally across from it, Pius had a characteristically 
civic palazzo built ‘to be the residence of the magistrates of the city and a meeting 
place for councils of the citizens’, with public loggia and its own tower with bell and 
clock marking the city’s time.  A comparatively sober but impressive and substantial 
palazzo was built for the bishop and his administration.  Discreetly flanking the 
cathedral and episcopal palazzo is a more modest but equally distinct residence for the 
cathedral canons and parish priests.
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[Plan of Piazza Pio II, Pienza, and its surrounding buildings.  Photo from Wikimedia Commons, in the 
public domain (attributed to Ludwig Heydenreich; apparently from a 1937 article, ‘Pio II als Bauherr 
von Pienza’, Zeitschrift fur Kunstgeschichte).]
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The Bar La Posta where I sit is housed in an even 
plainer, traditional brick building, evidently secular, 
workmanlike, but in a privileged position opposite the 
cathedral facade.  A narrow medieval street running 
into the piazza between the civic palazzo and the brick 
building, facing straight toward the cathedral, opens the 
old market piazza a few steps away into this little 
world.  As distinct as any of the buildings is the piazza’s 
very old red-brick paving in herring-bone patterns, set 
into large rectangles marked off by the same elegant 
white travertine stone of which the cathedral facade is 
made.  Their pattern leads the eye around the piazza 
yet always back to the cathedral.  Similar paving can be 
seen in late medieval and Renaissance paintings; 

Pienza’s is a rare survival.  

The piazza enclosed by ‘these glorious structures’ and unified by its brick-and-
travertine paving is open to the wider world through six public ways.  People come 
and go according to their different purposes and the times of the day, in changing light 
and shadow. In addition to the narrow street opening opposite the cathedral north to 
the old market, Pienza’s main street runs east and west through one side of the piazza, 
in front of the civic palazzo and its brick companion, leading to the two main city 
gates. Vistas on either side of the cathedral draw the eye into the spacious Val d’Orcia 
countryside to the south; they lead to walkways along the remaining city walls and, 
down a short steep road, to a secondary city gate just below the cathedral.  

All-comers are welcomed by traditional Tuscan stone benches running along the walls 
of the papal Palazzo Piccolomini and the episcopal palazzo, and set within the civic 
palazzo’s open loggia; by the cathedral’s wide steps and low platform described by Pius 
as ‘an open space instead of a vestibule’; by a public well so impressive and handsomely 
carved with its ‘very beautiful marble columns’ that it draws the eye as much as the 
buildings themselves (and draws family groups to be photographed as if made in 
anticipation of their wishes); and – today -- by the café-bar where I sit.
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The piazza’s little world evokes the powers, personages and vital activities of the wider 
Tuscan renaissance world: dominant families made 
wealthy by commerce and patrician by land 
(Medici in Florence, Piccolomini in Pienza); the 
institutional Church of pope, bishops and priests; 
city or communal government with its council and 
magistrates; trade and markets; citizens, men, 
women and children, and visitors, moving around 
and through the piazza or sitting watching the 
world go by.  During the brief days when Pope 
Piccolomini was himself resident in Pienza, 
especially for a few months in summer 1462 when 
the cathedral church was inaugurated, this tiny city 
was in a real sense the centre of the European 
Christian world: whatever the realpolitik power of 
the pope, his moving ‘court’ was a hive – the pope 
as ‘queen bee’ - of princes of the church and of 
state or their ambassadors and messengers from all 
over Europe, even beyond, with their advisors, 
servants, administrators and spies, merchants 
supplying their vast material needs and hangers-on 
living off their spending or exploiting their vanities.  
Their modern descendants come as tourists for the 
most part, some days outnumbering the Pientini 
themselves, sometimes as scholars amateur or 
professional, daily as shopkeepers and workers, 
occasionally princes of church and state.  

The tiny city lives still in, among, and from the grand, beautiful, proud, marvellous 
works created by Pope Piccolomini with his architect Bernardo and their mostly 
anonymous collaborators.

In truth Pienza is a village by size and site: but a city by art and design.  And by Pius’s 
papal decree, so that not only the civic palazzo but also the cathedral had a strong civic 
meaning: a ‘city’ by papal decree required a cathedral as the seat of a bishop.

The little world of Pienza and its piazza, with all its variety in harmony, has a principal 
focus upon which all eyes turn: the presiding magnificence of the cathedral facade, 
‘white and shining as marble’ wrote Pope Pius.  The travertine facade is classically 
serene, ‘modelled on those of ancient temples’. It may appear severe at first sight, but 
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is ‘richly decorated’ in sculpted forms modulated by changing light: twelve columns, 
three grand arches and triple doors, the imposing pediment ‘in the form of a pyramid’ 
surmounting the whole (vaunting beautifully carved papal arms encircled by a 
cornucopia of fruits and vegetables), the central round or ‘oculus’ window and to 
either side the elegantly carved twin aedicules (shrine-like tabernacles with columns 
and niches).  
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Every observer today can appreciate – with Pope Pius -- the cathedral’s ‘beauty and 
dignity’, and understand his pride.

And the pride of his spiritual heirs, the living, vibrant community of Pienza. Aeneas 
Sylvius Piccolomini’s works live on in no small part due to generations of Pientini, 
whose care, enterprise and quiet passion for their town remains an everyday affair.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This little ‘contemplation’ is adapted from Pienza’s Missing Statues: Insight from a 
Renaissance Puzzle into a Pope’s World,  by Andrew Johnson (Renaissance In 
Tuscany.com , 2011).   Photos by Andrew Johnson, except where otherwise credited.

*Pope Pius’s own words are quoted from the remarkable Commentaries, or memoirs, by Pope 
Pius II -- the only pope ever to write his own memoirs, and a fascinating read they are!  See 
Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini,  Secret Memoirs of a Renaissance Pope: The Commentaries of Aeneas 
Sylvius Piccolomini Pope Pius II: An Abridgement, translated by Florence A. Gragg, ed. Leona C. 
Gabel (Folio Society, 1988): the quotations here are from Book IX (July to September 1462), 
pp. 274-281.  
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